Introduction
• Adolescents are one of the most susceptible groups for suicidal ideation and self-harm, and suicide is the second leading cause of death among young people worldwide (1).
• Suicide is often regarded as a pathway, starting with suicidal ideation that progresses in seriousness and ending with a suicidal act. However, previous studies have indicated that a significant proportion of suicide attempts are unplanned, meaning that they occur with little to no forethought (2, 3).
• Research on unplanned suicide attempts among adolescents is limited, and often presents mixed results (3).
• This study aims to characterize and compare three suicide behaviour profiles among adolescents: planned attempts, unplanned attempts and ideation without attempt.

Methods
• Data from the Health Behaviour in School-aged Children study in Luxembourg was used.
• Data was collected in 2014 using paper questionnaires.
• 879 students (aged 12 to 18 years old) are included in this study.
• Based on answers to 2 dichotomous suicidal ideation and behaviour items, adolescents were categorized in the following groups; ideators (plan + no attempt), planned attempters (plan + attempt) and non-planned attempters (no plan + attempt). These groups within the suicide behaviour variable made up the dependent variable.
• 18 independent variables were included.
• ANOVAs with Games-Howell post-hoc tests were conducted to compare the groups.

Results
• 296 adolescents indicated a planned suicide attempt, 117 adolescents indicated an unplanned suicide attempt, and 459 adolescents indicated ideation only.
• Compared to ideators, planned attempters report significantly lower life satisfaction, more health complaints, more physical fighting, more substance use, more difficult communication with their father and mother, less school related parental support, less classmate support, a worse body image (too fat) and younger age.
• Compared to unplanned attempters, ideators report significantly lower life satisfaction, less physical activity, less physical fighting, less substance use, more screen time, lower perceived academic achievement and older age.
• Compared to planned attempters, unplanned attempters report less health complaints, more physical activity, less screen time, higher academic achievement, more school related parental support, more classmate support and a worse body image (too fat and too thin).

Conclusion
• Adolescents that indicated an unplanned suicide attempt report more beneficial scores on most variables. The possibility of attempt impulsivity can be considered, as previous research has indicated that persons with impulsive attempts were less depressed than persons with planned attempts (4). More research on impulsive suicide attempts among adolescents is needed for clarification.
• 28% of suicide attempts were not planned, providing support for the statement that suicidal ideation does not always follow a linear pathway. Awareness on unplanned attempt needs to be increased and further integrated in suicide prevention.
• Prevention efforts should be mindful of the shared and differentiating characteristics of the suicide behaviour profiles, and identify and address adolescents at risk accordingly.
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